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ABSTRACT:
Staphyloccocus aureus is a Gram-positive cocci and a bacterial pathogen that is ubiquitous and
genetically nimble. When untreated, invasive S. aureus infections (ISAs) have a mortality rate
that exceeds 20% (1). S. aureus is equipped with a host of virulence determinants that mediate
virulence mediated by cell-wall associated proteins and secreted toxins that are, for the most part,
genetically regulated. Experiments to characterize the genetic determinants of pathogenicity in
pediatric ISAs were undertaken because ISAs in this population remain largely uncharacterized
in the current literature. A retrospective chart review identified ISA disease in pediatric patients
(0-18 years) at Golisano Children’s Hospital in Syracuse, New York, and at the University of
Arizona Medical Center, Diamond Children’s Hospital, Tucson, AZ. Genetic profiling of the
bacteria from these pediatric cohorts used methods such as the polymerase chain reaction
coupled to electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (PCR-ESI/MS), traditional PCR, and
historic phenotypic methods. Isolates were characterized with respect to their genotype (USA
strain type and clonal complex) and their common virulence determinants such as Accessory
Gene Regulator (agr) type, leukocidins (lukD/E, pvl), hemolysins (hla, hlb, hld), superantigens
(sea, tst), and staphylokinase (sak). Genetic profiles were compiled and compared to clinical
disease attributes. In New York isolates, the only genes specifically found to be associated with
virulence in pediatric ISAs were sea and luk-PV. The Tucson S. aureus isolates did not exhibit
the same genetic virulence patterns, illustrating the premise that multiple strains cause invasive
infection and that virulence gene expression differs between bacterial populations from
geographic locations. Further study of the Arizona isolates focused on the identification of
phenol soluble modulins (PSMs), a newly identified determinant of S. aureus virulence.
Identification methods for PSMs use liquid chromatography coupled to multiple reaction
monitoring mass spectrometry (MRM). Finally, the Bruker SepsiTyper extraction kid and
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BioTyper software system (MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry) was examined as a novel detection
method for rapid, accurate identification of pathogens, including S. aureus, directly from blood
culture samples.
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SECTION I: BACKGROUND	
  
Introduction
Staphyloccocus aureus (S. aureus) is a Gram-positive cocci, a bacterial pathogen that is
ubiquitous and genetically nimble. The staphylococci are part of the normal human flora and
commonly colonize the anterior nares, throat, skin, nashpharynx, anxilla, groin, rectum, and
vagina. Asymptomatic colonization can lead to serious infections when human defenses are
stressed, broken, or compromised. Left untreated, bloodstream infections caused by S. aureus
organism have a mortality rate that exceeds 20% (1).

Phenotypic Identification
S. aureus can be easily identified by basic biochemical analysis using traditional phenotypic
methods. It is both catalase positive and coagulase positive. As a Gram-positive organism, it
returns a characteristic purple Gram’s stain, typically viewed as clusters of cocci by light
microscopy (Figure 1).

Clinical Symptoms
Recent changes in the epidemiology of S. aureus highlight its importance as a source of both
hospital and community-associated infections (2). The clinical presentation of staphylococcal
disease is variable and depends on the properties of the strain, the site of infection, and the host
immune system (3). Infections can occur at multiple body sites and as a secondary infection to
other co-morbid conditions.

Pathogenic Determinants Related to Disease
Drug Resistance
Of particular interest is the development of methicillin-resistance, which is important not only in
clinical management and treatment of S. aureus infection but also because drug resistance
elements and pathogenicity elements can be concurrently introduced into the bacterial genome.
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Methicillin resistance emerged only 6 months after the introduction of methicillin in 1961, a
testament to the ability of S. aureus to quickly adapt itself for survival (4). In fact, current
studies document that greater than 50% of hospital-associated S. aureus infections are caused by
hospital-associated methicillin-resistant S. aureus strains (HA-MRSA) (5). In contrast to
methicillin-susceptible strains (MSSA), MRSA has acquired the mecA gene, which produces
PBP2a’, a penicillin binding protein with an extremely low affinity for methicillin. The mecA
gene is carried on a mobile element known as the staphyloccal cassette chromosome (SCCmec)
(6). The SCCmec cassette can be disseminated among different staphylococcal species and
strains and is predominately found in HA-MRSA. Surprisingly, an increasing frequency of
community-associated S. aureus strains are exhibiting methicillin-resistance as MRSA (CAMRSA), which is now the most frequent cause of skin and soft tissue infections in the United
States (7).
Proteins Associated with Virulence (Toxins, Hemolysins, and Exfoliatins)
S. aureus is equipped with a host of virulence determinants, mediated by cell-wall associated
proteins and secreted toxins that are genetically regulated. These genetic elements are known to
mediate critical processes in host colonization and infection and are regulated and expressed
according the microbe’s growth phases and conditions. The protein products of such genes
include: hemolysins; pyrogenic superantigens such as TSST1; leukocidins such as PantonValentine Leukocidin (PVL) and leukocidin D/E (lukD/E); and staphylococcus enterotoxin A
(SEA). Hemolysins enhance virulence by lysing red blood cells, while leukocidins and
superantigens function by forming holes in cell membranes and interfering with T cell response,
respectively.
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There are three types of hemolytic toxins that can be manifested in S. aureus. The alpha toxin
(hla) is a cytolytic pore-forming toxin whose expression level is thought to be directly
proportional to virulence (3). It is known that most S. aureus isolates possess the hla gene,
which is chromosomally encoded and maximally expressed at conditions of 42˚C and increased
CO2. S. aureus cells secrete monomers of Hla protein, which then assemble as a heptamer on the
target cell membrane by binding an unknown receptor or exhibiting non-specific adherence. In
this oligomeric form, the protein is capable of cell lysis via the creation of a 1-2 nm pore that
penetrates the lipid bilayer and allows for leakage of cellular components (8).
The hlb gene that encodes beta toxin is also chromosomally located and the protein product
works via a similar mechanism to its alpha counterpart. However, unique to beta hemolysin as a
sphingomyelinase is the phenotypic property of ‘hot/cold’ lysis whereby hemolytic activity is
enhanced by exposing cells to an environment at 37˚C after incubation below 10˚C (Figure 2)
(9). Beta-hemolysin is known to enhance lysis by delta hemolysin but inhibit the activity of
alpha-hemolysin (10,11).
Often discussed in tandem with beta-hemolysin is an enzyme called staphylokinase. The
staphylokinase gene (sak) is encoded on a bacteriophage, which inserts itself into the hlb gene,
rendering it inactive upon lysogeny (12). Lysogeny refers to the fusion of the bacteriophage
nucleic acid with that of the host bacterium, potentially integrating genetic material for
transmission to daughter cells during subsequent cell division.
Finally, the staphylococcal delta (hld) hemolysin exhibits a similar mechanism to that of both
aforementioned toxins. It is produced by nearly all S. aureus isolates and is common among
other staphylococcal species. The gene that produces delta hemolysin is contained in the
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accessory gene regulator (agr) locus (13). It is hypothesized that delta toxin inserts partly into
the lipid bilayer of human cells to disorder lipid chain dynamics and allow for the accumulation
of many monomers that are able to cross the membrane and cause cell lysis (14).
The exfoliatins (eta, etb, and etd) are genetic virulence determinants, commonly associated with
scalded skin syndrome and skin blistering (15). The gene that codes for exfoliatin A (eta) is
encoded on the ETA bacteriophage while etb is encoded on a plasmid, a small mobile genetic
element characteristically found in agr type 4 isolates. The exfloliatins act as proteases and
cleave specific targets within melanocyte-stimulating factors in skin, thus resulting in blister
formation (14).
Leukocidins
Leukocidins are also pore-forming toxins, similar to the hemolysins. The leukocidins operate as
two synergistically acting proteins: an S component and an F component. Two of the bestcharacterized leukocidins are the Panton-Valentine leukocidin (PVL) and leukocidin D/E
(lukD/E). These toxins encode their genes on prophages and damage host cells by attaching to
host membranes and forming pores that cause the large scale release of cytokines—small cellsignaling protein molecules used extensively in intercellular communication in the human
immune system (16).
The Panton-Valentine leukocidin is enocoded on the luk-PV genetic locus while leukocidin D/E
is encoded on a different locus known as lukD/E (14). Two major sequence variants, R and H,
exist in the lukSF-PV coding region, which encodes part of the Panton-Valentine leukocidin.
These variants were identified based on a substitution at nucleotide 527 that results in a histidine
to arginine amino acid change (17).
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Superantigens
Superantigens are yet another class of staphylococcal exotoxins. The most notorious toxin in
this classification is toxic shock syndrome toxin (TSST-1). The expression of TSST-1 induces
symptoms such as fever, headache, rash on the palms and soles, vomiting, diarrhea, and
hypotensive shock, all of which have been attributed to the condition known as Toxic Shock
Syndrome (3). The toxin works by forming a cross-bridge between variable parts on the beta
chain of T cell receptors and regions on the alpha or beta chains of major histocompatibility
complex type II (MHC II) molecules, which enable T-lymphocytes to recognize foreign
pathogens during an immune response (5). When the T cells recognize the antigen being
presented by MHC II they become activated, leading to the release of massive numbers of
cytokines, which regulate and assist in an active immune response.
Additionally, staphyloccoal enterotoxins are classified as superantigens. Of particular interest in
this study is enterotoxin A (SEA), with a corresponding gene, (sea), encoded on the
bacteriophage entA. The mature protein product is a monomer with two domains that has three
isoforms. Enterotoxins such as SEA act as superantigens, binding directly to the outside of
MHC class II molecules and cross-linking them to variable regions in the beta chain of T cells,
activating the T cells non-specifically and stimulating a powerful immune response (18).

Genotyping
Accessory Gene Regulator (agr) Typing
Many of these virulence factors are known to fall under the control of the Accessory Gene
Regulator (agr). The agr system is a 3 kb locus consisting of five genes—agrA, agrC, agrD,
agrB, and hld—that are part of divergent transcription units under the control of two different
promoter regions (P2 and P3) (Figure 3) (15). The activation of P3 is linked to the transcription
of P2. The agr system was demonstrated to directly affect the production of all hemolysins,
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TSST-1, PVL, LukD/E, and SEA (19). The agr locus is classified into types 1-4 and each
represents a unique genetic profile with regards to agr.
Clonal Complexes
Clonal complexes (CCs) are a way of differentiating specific strains of bacteria by analyzing the
genetic clusters of related strain types (20). Such CC categories are derived using a process
called multi-locus sequence typing (MLST). Briefly, stretches of ~500 bp fragments of known
conserved regions in the bacterial genome are selected for PCR amplification, DNA sequencing,
and genetic clustering analysis (21). In MLST, seven common housekeeping genes (2149, 2150,
2156, 2157, 2161, 2163, 2166, 3025) in the S. aureus genome are targeted for PCR amplification
and subsequent analysis by ESI/MS, which, as described below, determines the DNA base
counts within these particular sites. The different sequences present at each site are assigned
nomenclature that designates them as distinct alleles. Isolates are highly unlikely to have
identical allelic profiles by chance, thus isolates with the same allelic profiles can be “typed” as
belonging to the same CC (21).
The MLST method is particularly useful for characterizing the epidemiology of disease-causing
strains, as it identifies genetic variation that is slowly accumulating over time by monitoring the
base counts at specific sites in the genome (loci). Through this method, even minor mutations
can be detected because of the corresponding change in the base composition at particular loci
(22). A major advantage of this method is the ability to compare results among different
laboratories and geographical locations by using common Internet databases (21).
USA Strain Genotyping
Pulse field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) is another commonly used method in epidemiological
investigations to identify specific strains of pathogens. Briefly, this method involves lysing
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bacterial cells and then digesting the bacterial chromosomes with restriction enzymes, which cut
the DNA strands at specific genetic sequence locations. The resulting fragments are loaded onto
conventional agarose gels for electrophoresis and thus separation of the genetic fragments occurs
based upon size. In this technique, the electric field across the gel is changed periodically
(pulsed in three different directions), enabling fragments of DNA to be better separated by size
and minimizing overlapping fragments. Thus, the name pulsed field gel electrophoresis type
(PFT) is used when describing the technique. After separation of chromosomal fragments,
commonly called bands in the gel, gels are stained using ethidium bromide, a chemical dye that
intercalates into the DNA. Published guidelines exist on how to interpret PFGE bands and
correlate results relative to other strains, but there is still a margin of error due to the
electrophoresis process and the visual or optical analysis of the gel banding patterns (23). In the
United States, the strain grouping derived from PFGE analysis is called a USA type (USA PFT).
Each USA PFT has a distinct characteristic banding pattern.
PCR/ESI-MS
Genetic methods have recently emerged as the fastest and most accurate way to characterize
organisms that cause infection in humans. Traditional assays such as PCR with subsequent gel
electrophoresis or fluorescent probe detection typically target the presence of only one specific
pathogen or virulence factor that has a known genetic composition. As such, prior suspicion of
the potential cause of infection is required. However, in today’s hospital settings where multiple
invasive pathogens are capable of causing fatal infections in very short periods of time,
traditional methods are not always practical for organism identification. In order to move toward
a rapid, broad screening of human pathogens, a high-throughput method that can target all
pathogens is considered optimal.
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To fill this void in molecular diagnostics, the T-5000 Biosensor System was developed by Ibis
Biosciences (Carlsbad, CA). This instrument is capable of conducting automated PCR-ESI/MS
analysis of samples. Briefly, simultaneous PCR reactions are conducted in a 96-well plate where
each well contains one or more pairs of broad-range or target-specific primers to amplify DNA,
resulting in the creation of synthetic copies called amplicons. The analysis of PCR amplicons is
completely automated and controlled by a computer contained in the T-5000 system, meaning
that one person can load a reaction plate with amplicon primers and allow the instrument to
analyze the size and amount of amplicon present. This facet of automation saves time and also
enhances the reproducibility of genetic fragment analysis.
With the T-5000 instrument, amplicons obtained from PCR are desalted and sent into a time-offlight (TOF) analyzer and analyzed according to their molecular weight by electrospray
ionization mass spectrometry (ESI/MS). Briefly, ESI/MS requires the use of a high power
voltage source, which separates double-stranded amplicons and then pulses intact, ionized single
strands into the flight tube under high vacuum. Strands are separated by their mass-to-charge
ratios (m/z), where lower m/z ions reach the detector earlier than higher m/z ions. From the
charge-to-mass ratios (m/z), depicted by the resulting mass spectrum, base counts of the
amplicons from PCR can be deduced due to the limited number of possibilities for each m/z ratio
based on the masses of adenine, guanine, thymine, and cytidine and the complementarity of
double stranded DNA. These unambiguous base counts are compared to databases of previouslysequenced genomes to confirm or deny the presence of specific genes that identify the genus,
species, genotype, and other genetic determinants (24). Each PCR reaction is analyzed in less
than 1 minute.
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The T-5000 system bases its genotype result on genetic sequences used in multilocus sequence
typing (MLST). In this method, seven known ‘housekeeping’ genes of the S. aureus genome are
targeted in PCR reactions with specific primers. Using the base count from the resulting
amplicons of these highly-conserved and information rich genes, the presence of S. aureus can
be confirmed or denied and new mutations can be noted and analyzed. The ability of the T5000 system to detect previously uncharacterized mutants is a crucial advantage over other
probe-based molecular methods (25). Because PCR/ESI-MS can detect genetic change with
discrimination to a single base, the T-5000 is able to generate a unique genetic profile for every
microbe that is tested using this instrument.
Currently, the largest drawback to using the T-5000 system, and its successor instrument the
Abbott PLEX-ID, geared for testing in diagnostic labs is the high capital cost, driven by the need
for the integration that the instrument provides, including robotics and bioinformatics
(approximately $750,000 for the PLEX-ID). In contrast, the consumable costs associated with
sample testing are comparable to current PCR-based methods, making the cost per sample nearly
the same as molecular diagnostic methods widely used in clinical laboratories today.

SECTION II: THE PEDIATRIC ISA PROFILING PROJECT
Background
In collaboration with pediatric infectious disease teams at Golisano Children’s Hospital in
Syracuse, New York, the aim of this project was to investigate the molecular epidemiology of
invasive S. aureus infections in pediatric patients. Invasive S. aureus (ISA) has an incidence of
14.1 per 100,000 in children under the age of 5 years in and is an important cause of childhood
morbidity in the United States (26). In New York, methicillin-susceptible S. aureus (MSSA) is
known to be the predominate cause of serious SA infection (26).
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A recent study published in Europe found that MRSA isolates exhibited geographical clustering
while MSSA isolates did not (27). These findings prompted our team to further characterize ISA
infections in pediatric patients where MSSA was predominant. Because of the higher prevalence
of MSSA in central New York, it was hypothesized that MSSA strains would be highly virulent
(26). Through this study, we hoped to better understand and characterize pediatric S. aureus
strains in central New York as well as use the data set to compare the New York isolates to
isolates from Tucson and eventually to other geographic niches across the country.

Experimental Design
S. aureus (SA) isolates from pediatric patients at Golisano Children’s Hospital were shipped to
the BIO5 Institute (Tucson, AZ) for testing. All SA isolates received were tested for the
presence of the following genes: toxic shock syndrome toxin (tst), Panton-Valentine leukocidin
(luk-PV), leukocidins D and E (luk D/E), staphylokinase (sak), alpha-, beta-, and deltahemolysins (hla, hlb, hld), enterotoxin A (sea), and exfoliative toxins A, B, and D (eta, etb, etd).
Clonal complexes (CCs), accessory gene regulator (agr), and amino acid polymorphisms of the
PVL gene (H, R) were also characterized. Methods employed in these experiments include
traditional PCR, PFGE, and PCR-ESI/MS.

Methods
Study population and data collection
Children age 0-18 years old who were admitted Golisano Children’s Hospital at Upstate Medical
University (UMU) in Syracuse, New York, were eligible for this study. Healthy patients and
those with co-morbid conditions were considered. In these patients, S. aureus was isolated from
a sterile site within 48 hours of hospital admission, thus meeting the CDC definition of
community-onset or community-associated S. aureus infection. This definition includes
infection of the bloodstream, lungs, heart, central nervous system, bone and joints, lymph nodes,
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and abdomen (28). Isolates that met such criteria were submitted for additional bacteriological,
epidemiological, and genetic analysis.
Bacterial culture
All available isolates meeting the criteria established above underwent bacterial cultivation
according to established protocols (29). Routine antibiotic susceptibility testing was also
performed, according to protocols established by the Clinical Laboratory Standards Institute,
testing for the following antibiotics: oxacillin, clindamycin, erythromycin, trimethoprimsulfamethoxazole, and vancomycin. Both microdilution using Vitek 1 or Vitek 2 (bioMérieux,
Inc., Durham, NC) and Kirby-Bauer disk diffusion tests were performed on all isolates. Clinical
isolates from UMU were stored in sterile skim milk at -70˚C for up to 24 months before being
shipped to the Infectious Disease Research Core (IDRC) at BIO5. To be cultivated for this study,
isolates were inoculated to Trypticase Soy Agar containing 5% Sheep Blood, (SBA, BectonDickinson, Cockeysville, MD). Before examination for growth, cultures were incubated for 1828 hours in a 37˚C incubator, in room air. All cultures were visually examined for the presences
of SA characteristic growth and then subjected to the Pastorex ® Staph Plus test (BioRad,
Benicia, CA), a latex agglutination method for identification of SA. Growth of staphylococcus
was confirmed by the presence of coagulase and positive latex agglutination in this test. Gram’s
stain, catalase, and coagulase tests were also performed on some organisms to visually confirm
the presence of SA. The Vitek2 GP card (bioMerieux, Durham, NC) was used to confirm genus
and species identification, which was re-confirmed by PCR-ESI/MS on the T-5000 instrument.
DNA Extraction
Amplifiable DNA was needed for two specific purposes: sample analysis by PCR/ESI-MS and
gene-specific PCR. In order to extract and purify DNA from each bacterial isolate for PCR/ESIMS, the manufacturer-established protocols for the BioRobot EZ-1 instrument were used
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(Qiagen, Germantown, MD). For gene-specific PCR experiments, DNA was obtained by first
lysing cells, then creating turbid suspensions of bacterial growth in nuclease free water (Thermo
Fisher, Middleton, VA) and heating to 95˚C for 20 minutes. Subsequently, centrifugation at
15,871 x g was performed and the supernatant was collected for use as a template in genespecific PCR reactions.
PCR-ESI/MS
Previously described general methods for gene specific PCR and PCR-ESI/MS on the Ibis T5000 instrument were used in these experiments (30,31). In short, purified DNA was added to a
96 well plate containing primers that were specific for S. aureus speciation, genotyping, and
toxin gene detection. Table 1 shows specific primers used and their purpose. Refer to
introductory PCR-ESI/MS discussion for a description of this method.
Gene Specific PCR
Using the ABI 2720 thermal cycler (Applied Biosciences, Foster City, CA) and GoTaq Green
Mastermix (Promega, Madison, WI), traditional PCR was performed using primers and cycling
parameters from publications as listed in Table 1. Amplicons were visualized by gel
electrophoresis performed with 1% agarose gels supplemented with ethidium bromide. UV light
exposure was used to determine the presence or absence of gene-specific bands of appropriate
size. Gels were photographed for documentation. Gene-specific PCR was conducted to identify
the hemolysins (hla, hlb, hld) and sak while the other genes listed were tested by PCR-ESI/MS.
Clonal Complex (CC) Assignment and USA Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis Type (PFGE)
Using the results of multi-locus sequence typing (MLST) deduced from PCR-ESI/MS, USA
PFTs and CC types were inferred. The MRSA Typing and Characterization Kit, which contains
22 primer pairs, was used according to manufacturer’s instructions (Abbott Molecular, Des
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Plaines, IL), and performed by IDRC staff and staff at the University of Arizona Mass
Spectrometry Core. On the T-5000 Instrument (Ibis Biosciences, Carlsbad, CA), base
composition for a set of unique MLST sequences in SA was derived and then compared to
sequences of alleles in the MLST database. From this comparison, strain types and associated
CCs were identified. If isolates were designated as untypeable after such analysis, typing was
performed by PFGE and Multi-loci VTNR analysis (MLVA) according to established protocols
(32).
Accessory Gene Regulator (agr) Type Determination
Using previously described methods, differential PCR was performed on each isolate with
primers for each of the four known agr types. All isolates were grouped according to established
staphylococcal agr types 1-4 (33).

Phenotypic Verification of Beta-Hemolysin Expression by Hot-Cold Lysis	
  
As previously described by Smyth, et. al, isolates were screened for beta-hemolysin expression
by inoculating a sheep blood agar (SBA) plate perpendicularly to SA strain RN4220, which is
known to produce only beta-hemolysin. Plates are first incubated overnight at 37˚ C and then
placed at 4˚C for 24 hours. Gene expression (production of hemolysin) was then visualized
according to the following criteria: 1) isolates positive for beta-hemolysin exhibit a halo-like
region of enhanced hemolysis around the entire sample streak; 2) isolates positive for deltahemolysin exhibit an enhanced region of hemolysis only near the RN4220 cross streak because
delta and beta hemolysins synergize; 3) isolates positive for alpha-hemolysin exhibit an
arrowhead region near RN4220, indicative of inhibition by the beta-hemolysin producing strain;
4) strains positive for both alpha and delta hemolysins exhibit a rounded arrowhead, indicative of
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alpha’s ability to inhibit delta and beta hemolysin’s ability to inhibit alpha hemolysin production
(10).
Controls
All control strains were obtained from the National Institutes of Health Network for Antibiotic
Resistance in SA (NARSA, www.narsa.net). Upon receipt, these strains were cultivated from
frozen stocks, diluted 1:200 and incubated at 37˚C overnight with shaking (250 rpm) in
trypticase soy broth with 0.25% glucose (TSB; Betcton Dickinson). Relevant positive and
negative controls were tested with each batch of PCR to ensure assay performance.
Statistical Analysis
In collaboration with Paula Rosenbaum, Ph. D, from Upstate Medical University in Syracuse,
New York, statistical analysis was performed using Pearson’s χ2 test for categorical variable
associations and the t-test for continuous variable associations. Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS) software was used to perform the aforementioned tests. All hypotheses were
two-tailed with p ≤ 0.05 selected as the cutoff to determine significant differences. Since there
were too few Tucson isolates to analyze statistically (see Section III), only descriptive data is
reported here.

Results
From January 2007 to December 2010, 90 patients meeting the above specified criteria were
diagnosed with ISA at Golisano Children’s Hospital. Table 2 summarizes the inclusive patient
population, which was 66% male with a median age of 86 months. After testing, it became clear
that MSSA was more common than MRSA in this population (74% vs. 26%) and that the most
common clinical diagnosis were as follows: bacteremia (57%), osteo-articular infection (37%),
and medical device infection (30%).
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Of the 90 patients included in the study, only 57 isolates of ISA were available for molecular
characterization. Of those 57, 40 were MSSA (70%) while the other 17 (30%) were MRSA.
USA300/500 was the most common PFT (n=25, 44%), of which 13 were MRSA, followed by
USA200/1100 (n=16, 28%). Figure 4 categorizes the ISA strains by their PFT and CC’s. It is
apparent that PFT types were strongly correlated with specific clonal complexes, as all isolates
of one PFT type were also categorized as a unique clonal complex. For example, USA300/500
strains were exclusively CC 8.
The radial plot in Figure 5 shows the presence of virulence genes as categorized with respect to
all other virulence genes tested and PFT type. After statistical analysis, it was demonstrated that
MRSA strains were more likely to be luk-PV positive (13, 77%, p= .0001) and that luk-PV genes
were found only in USA300 strains. Of these luk-PV positive strains (n=19, 33% of all isolates
in the study), all were PVL-R variants; no PVL-H variants were detected. On the contrary, tst,
hlb, and sea were found only in strains that were not USA300. LukD/E was present both
USA300 and non-USA300 strains, but was most commonly associated with USA300 (p <0.001).
According to PCR results, all isolates were positive for hla and hld and PCR negative for eta,
etb, and etd toxins. Figure 2 showcases the phenotypic results for hla and hld expression.
Table 3 shows the distribution of the specific virulence genes that were tested with respect to
corresponding co-morbid conditions, clinical diagnosis, gender, and age of patient. The USA300
strains were more likely to be associated with deep abscesses (p= 0.007), while all other PFTs
were highly associated with medical device infections (p= 0.0018). This association reveals a
plausible link between MRSA and deep abscess infections caused by USA300 ISA strains.
Following this association, patients with deep abscesses were more likely to have luk-PV positive
SA isolates (p= 0.007), as luk-PV was exclusive to USA300. Also of statistical significance was
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the observation that patients who presented with medical device infections and bacteremia were
significantly associated with sea negative SA isolates (p= 0.046 and 0.039, respective to the
clinical conditions listed).

Discussion
This study, led by Dr. Jana Shaw at SUNY, was the first of its kind to describe molecular
characterization and virulence factors of ISA in both healthy and vulnerable children, especially
those with medical devices. In fact, 63% of patients included in this study had at least one comorbid condition in addition to their ISA infection. Medical device infections were associated
with luk-PV and sea negative strains (p<0.05). These findings suggest that susceptibility to ISA
infection may be linked to compromised host defenses rather than specific virulence factors.
Previous studies have identified an association between luk-PV positive strains and abscesses,
pneumonia, and osteo-articular (OA) infections (17,34-40). Similar associations were found in
this study with the exception of OA infections. It is unlikely that our sample size (n=15) resulted
in type II error, as associations were still found for abscesses and pneumonia, conditions smaller
sample sizes (n=8 and n=9, respectively). These results suggest the importance of other
virulence factors or perhaps PVL expression in bacteria isolated from children with ISA OA
infections. Also of note was that our findings were not consistent with previous studies that
found an association between PVL-R polymorphism, USA300 MRSA, and CC8 (41). All PVLR variants (n=23) in this study did belong to USA300 PFT and CC8, but 13 were MRSA and 10
were MSSA. Thirty-four of the isolates did not exhibit luk-PV mutations, suggesting that
whatever role these variants play in invasive disease, they are not one of the sole determinants of
virulence in children.
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Using ICU stay as a measure of disease severity (Table 3) no single virulence factor tested was
found to have a significant association with severe disease. This result is presented in contrast to
a similar study conducted using an adult patient population, which found an association between
the presence of sea and sepsis/septic shock (42). This could be indicative of different SA clones
circulating in central New York or different genetic susceptibility to disease in children. Of
note, the inclusion of children with underlying medical conditions in the New York cohort may
impact disease associations. There were 12 ICU patients whose isolates were analyzed as part of
this study who had underlying medical conditions, supporting the idea that host vulnerability
plays a large role in SA infection in children. Further supporting the idea that host-specific
immunogenicity and vulnerability, hla was present in all clinical isolates studied, irrespective of
clinical condition.
In conclusion, luk-PV and sea were the only major predictors of virulence in the New York
cohort. The presence of luk-PV was linked to abscesses and pneumonia, while the absence of
sea was linked to bacteremia. These results are in concordance with a previous study that found
no evidence of certain genes or lineages being associated with ISA in the community setting
(43).
One of the main limitations to this study is the assumption that positive PCR for a specific gene
is indicative of downstream gene effect. While undocumented in this study, Verkaik and
colleagues have shown that the genetic presence of many virulence factors tested here (tst, sea,
luk-PV) did indeed correlate with immune response during SA infection in adults and a small
group of children (37). Additional testing for protein production will unveil the impact of gene
expression.
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In summary, MSSA remains an important cause of pediatric ISA infection in Upstate New York
and luk-PV and sea were the only genes significantly associated with specific clinical
presentations. Knowing these findings, a similar study was conducted in Arizona for comparison
across geographic boundaries.

SECTION III: GEOGRAPHIC COMPARISON OF PEDIATRIC
ISA GENETIC PROFILES
Background
It is known that S. aureus exhibits a high level of clonality, but studies have shown that the
genetic content of ISA strains differs by geographic region (27). Molecular epidemiologists are
highly interested in further exploring this facet of ISA infections and, with the high-throughput
abilities of the Ibis T-5000 system, such comparisons are now possible. As such, the same
definition of a clinical cohort previously described from New York was used to identify pediatric
ISA from a bank of blood culture samples collected at the University of Arizona Medical Center
(UAMC) in Tucson, Arizona. Much like Golisano Children’s Hospital, UAMC is a tertiary care
hospital that services pediatric populations.
The prevalence rates of MRSA and MSSA were also investigated at each site, based on studies
that support the idea of geographic clustering of MRSA but not of MSSA and variable roles of
MRSA in ISA based on geographic location (26,44). Previously, such comparison studies have
been restricted to adult populations. Here, we conduct a retrospective study of ISA strains
isolated from pediatric patients with the goal of comparing the predominance of certain virulence
factors in different geographic areas, resulting in a more thorough characterization of pediatric
ISA infections. It is hypothesized that our results will be similar to those of previous studies,
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supporting the idea that ISA strains differ in their pathogenicity determinants, varying by the
geographic region in which they exist.

Experimental Design
Isolated SA isolates from pediatric patients at UAMC in Tucson, Arizona, were retrieved from
storage at -80˚ C at the BIO5 Institute. All SA isolates from subjects meeting the inclusion
criteria were tested for the presence of the same genes used to characterize the New York
isolates. The same methods were employed in both studies.

Methods
The study population and methods for this phase of experiments align with those previously
described for New York isolates. Clinical chart review and statistical analysis of this data set
was conducted, and while trends were identified, there were too few isolates to draw statistically
significant conclusions.

Results
Twenty-four ISA isolates were available for inclusion in this study. The most common strain
type was USA200/1100, which encompassed 33.3% of all isolates (n=8), followed by USA 600
(29.2%, n=7). These two strain types exhibited CC30 and CC45, respectively. In Arizona
isolates, agr type 1 was the most common, with 11 isolates falling into this category from strain
types USA300/500, USA600, and non-typeable isolates. It was apparent that PFT types were
strongly associated with specific clonal complexes, as all isolates of one PFT type were also
identified with a common clonal complex type. Figure 6 shows the entire distribution of agr
types, strain types and clonal complexes.
Of these 24 isolates, 5 were MRSA and 19 were MSSA (20.8% and 79.2%, respectively), with a
similar preponderance of MSSA as was found in New York. Isolates identified as MRSA were
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identified as USA strain type 300/500 and 100. Both USA300/500 isolates (n=2) were identified
as MRSA. All but one of the USA100 isolates were identified as MRSA. The one USA100
isolate identified as agr type 4 was characterized as MSSA.
The radial plot in figure 7 shows the presence of virulence genes as categorized by USA PFT
type. Luk-PV was found exclusively in USA300/500 strains, all of which were positive for the R
variant of the toxin. The causative agent of toxic shock syndrome, tst, was found exclusively in
USA200/1100 strains, all of which were positive for the specific gene (n=8). These tst positive
strains represent 33% of all isolates. The other toxins studied were less exclusive to strain types.
Leukocidin D/E (lukD/E) was identified in USA 300/500, USA 900, USA 100, and non-typeable
strains (n=9, 37.5% of all isolates). All strains of the aforementioned PFTs were positive for
lukD/E, indicating strong correlation with ISA isolates. The sea gene product was found in all
USA300/500 and USA100 isolates (n=6, 25% of all isolates).
Gene specific PCR showed that all 24 isolates were positive for hla and hld, while only 3
(12.5%) were positive for hlb. Three isolates were positive for sak, including one that was also
positive for hlb, supporting evidence that the insertion point of the sak phage is important in
determining its effects on the hlb gene locus (12).
While the Arizona sample set was too small to draw significant conclusions related to clinical
conditions, descriptive statistics and chart review were conducted.

Discussion
The most important result from this study was the confirmation that, as was hypothesized, the
genetic content of pediatric ISA strains differed at the two sites tested. Thus, it can be concluded
that invasive S. aureus disease is caused by multiple strains in pediatric patients and these strains
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exhibit unique genetic patterns at distinct geographic sites. Also of great importance is the
discovery and documentation that the majority of staphylococcal infections at both study sites
were not MRSA, as would be anticipated. In fact, out of the 81 total ISA isolates studied at both
sites, only 22 were identified as MRSA (27.2%).
The New York isolates exhibited a wider variety of USA PFT types and associated clonal
complexes than the Arizona isolates. In New York, USA300 was the most common genotype,
while USA200/1100 was most common in Arizona. Not present in Arizona, USA1000 and
USA700 were identified in New York. Arizona strains also showed a higher prevalence of
USA600 than those from New York. These observations are also applicable to the clonal
complex types directly associated with each of the USA PFT types discussed. Types 1, 2, 3, and
4 of the agr locus were documented at both sites.
The PVL toxin was identified only in USA300 (designated USA300/500 in AZ) strains across
both sites and was more common in New York. This is not surprising, as a higher number of
USA300 strains were observed in the New York data set. All of the Arizona USA300/500
isolates were positive for luk-PV, but some New York USA300 isolates were negative for the
presence of this gene. Along the same lines, luk D/E also correlated with USA300/500 strains, as
well as USA100 and USA900 strains at both sites.
There was a contrast observed in sea positive isolates across the two study sites. In New York,
USA200/1100 strains were exclusively positive for sea, but in Arizona USA300/500 and
USA100 were the strain types that harbored sea. Of clinical interest is the higher prevalence of
tst positive isolates in Arizona. USA200/1100 strains were the only strains found to harbor this
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gene, and all Arizona USA200/1100 (n=8) were positive for the gene while some New York
USA200/1100 strains were negative. Isolates positive for tst were linked to agr 3 at both sites.
Both the comparisons and contrasts among genetic patterns of ISA observed at the two study
sites could lead to new insights related to the pathogenesis and epidemiology of S. aureus in
pediatric patients. The high percentage of different USA PFT types at the two locations suggests
that different staphylococcal clones are becoming more widespread with a greater propensity to
cause serious invasive illness. In order to better assess the significance of such findings in the
clinical setting, chart review of the patients who provided the Arizona isolates is still required.
However, it can be firmly concluded that as the epidemiology of ISA changes, accurate local
information pertaining to the scope and magnitude of ISA infections in pediatric populations is
needed to establish priorities for diagnosis, therapy, and prevention.

SECTION IV: FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The Search for Phenol Soluble Modulins (PSMs)
While conducting the aforementioned studies on pediatric ISA isolates, an adult ISA isolate from
a fatal infection (Cult2500) was collected that exhibited the genetic and peptide underpinnings of
a phenol soluble modulin (PSM), a highly potent virulence factor of S. aureus. Known to lyse
human neutrophils, PSMs heavily influence the pathogenicity of S. aureus strains that produce
this peptide (45). It is known that PSM production is regulated by agr, a genetic component of
our previous work (46).
With the goal of adding PSM characterization to our pathogen profiles, the search for an
isolation method for PSM began. Arizona Cult2500 was cultivated at 35˚C overnight in TSB
with subinhibitory concentrations of tetracycline (1:100 dilution), known to upregulate PSM
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expression both with and without shaking at 3000 rpm (47). The broth was then subject to
centrifugation at 3,000 rpm for 5 minutes, after which supernatant was decanted. Using the
supernatant, proteins were isolated via solid phase extraction using Spec C18 columns (Varian,
Inc. Lake Forest, CA) and eluted with 90% acetonitrile (ACN). Extracted proteins were dried
using a Savant SpeedVac Plus (Savant Instruments, Nassau-Suffolk, NY) and re-suspended in
0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) before being subject to liquid chromatography coupled to
tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). Briefly, samples were passed through C18 column to
purify and concentrate only peptides. Elution was completed with a gradient of 0.1% TFA and
95% ACN in 0.1% TFA. Eluted liquid was immediately ionized and subjected to tandem mass
spectrometry for analysis. Two other control S. aureus strains known to express the PSM
peptide—BAA1720 and BAA1721—were subjected to the same procedure.
Similar to previously described mass spectrometry methods, PSM peptides were identified by
their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z). Using Xcalibur software version 2.0 (Thermo Scientific,
Waltham, MA), a database of known PSM m/z ratios was created and the chromatogram
produced from LC-MS/MS was searched for the presence of said masses and charge states.
Unfortunately, the aforementioned methods were inconclusive in determining the presence of
PSM even in the control strain. The project was then passed to the team at the Proteomics Core
Facility, who, realizing the long elution time of PSM on LC-MS/MS, tried a new method. Rather
than using a C18 column for protein clean-up, the hydrophobic PSM peptide (44% hydrophobic
residues) was directly subject to liquid chromatography without sample clean-up. The elution
gradient was began with 20% acetonitrile (ACN), rather than the 5% ACN previously used, and
ramped to 95% ACN before elution for mass spectrometry. Analytes were separated on a C18, 5
micron, 150 x 0.5 mm column using an UltiMate Micro-HPLC system equipped with a FAMOS
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Well Plate Microautosampler (Dionex Corp, Sunnyvale, CA). The mobile phases were 0.01%
TFA/0.5%FA/Acetonitrile (A) and 0.01% TFA/0.5%FA/H2O (B).
The staff at the UA Proteomics Consortium Laboratory were able to detect the PSM peptide
using multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) on the hybrid triple-quadrupole linear ion trap mass
spectrometer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) controlled by Analyst 1.4.1, in-line with the
analyte HPLC separations. This method involves a triple quadrapole-type mass spectrometer.
Knowing the singly-charged ion (MH+1) of the peptide (m/z 2414.23) and looking at MS/MS
data, it was determined that the doubly-charged ion (MH+2) of this parent at m/z 1208.3 was most
abundant. Thus, the following transitions were selected for analysis using MRM: 1208.3 
1170.8 (b1), 1208.3  1097.2 (b2), 1208.3  562.3 (b-H2O5), 1208.3  505.1 (b-H2O4).
Other instrument-specific parameters used were as follows: source temperature, 50 °C; source
voltage, 5000 V; dwell time, 100 msec; data acquisition duration, 46 min. Both Q1 and Q3
resolution was set to Unit.
The PSM standard used was eluted at 22.6 minutes, and the same results were observed for
positive control strains BAA1720 and BAA1721, though a larger peak was noted for BAA1720.
The sample, Arizona Cult2500, also demonstrated a peak in the chromatogram at 22.02 minutes,
confirming the presence of PSM in this strain. These results can be seen in Figure 8.
Further validation of this detection method is currently underway with hopes that it will be useful
in the future for characterizing all pediatric strains of S. aureus strains based on their ability to
produce PSM. This will be a welcomed addition to the previously collected data from pediatric
patients.
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Broad Applications for Mass Spectrometry in Invasive Disease-Causing Organism
Identification with the Bruker BioTyper
Building upon previous successes using mass spectrometry as a reliable, accurate method for
organism identification, Bruker Daltonik GmbH (Bremen, Germany) has developed the
SepsiTyper extraction kit and Biotyper software for direct pathogen identification from blood
culture. Using maxtrix-assisted laser-desorption/ionization tine-of-flight mass-spectrometry
(MALDI-TOF or MALDI), a profile of the proteins present in the sample was generated and
compared to a known database of microbial protein patterns. Previous studies confirmed the
value of this method in detecting yeast species, but more work needed to be done to validate the
method for other clinically important pathogens (48,49). In collaboration with Dr. Donna Wolk
here at the University of Arizona, Dr. Karen Carroll at Johns Hopkins Medical Center (JHH) and
Dr. Kimberle Chapin at Brown University Medical Center, the team in the Wysocki laboratory
tested 381 samples using this method.
In contrast to ESI-MS/MS as previously described, MALDI methods differ slightly in the way
that mass spectrometry is performed. MALDI requires the use of an organic matrix, which cocrystallizes with the analyte and is then bombarded with a laser in the mass spectrometer. Gas
phase ions were created and pulsed into a time of flight tube, where an electric field was applied
and ions of different masses move through the space at different rates. The practice allowed for
separation of ions based on mass and charge, and thus the ratio mass/charge (m/z) can be
detected (50). The key difference between the two mass spectrometry methods is that ESIMS/MS identifies samples by the base counts of their DNA, while MALDI identifies organisms
using a protein profile (51). The MALDI method is advantageous because it eliminates the need
for time-consuming culture techniques and PCR amplification of DNA products from organisms.
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For this experiment, blood culture samples were collected and prepared at both Johns Hopkins
and Brown University according to the established protocol: 1 mL of blood culture media was
placed into a labeled Eppendorf Reaction Vessel provided in the SepsiTyper kit and 200 µL of
lysis buffer was added. The mixture was vortexed for 10 seconds and centrifuged for 1 minute at
17,900 x g. Supernatant was removed with a pipette and discarded, and the pellet was resuspended in 1 mL of Washing Buffer. Mixing was completed with a pipette and sample was
centrifuged for 1 min at 17,900 x g. Supernatant was then again removed and 300 µl of
HPLC/MS Grade water and 900 µl of HPLC/MS Grade 100% ethanol were added, vortexing for
10 seconds after each addition. The mixture was centrifuged at 17,900 x g and supernatant was
removed via pipette. The sample was then centrifuged again at 17,900 x g for 2 minutes,
followed by removal of supernatant one last time. After air drying for 10 minutes, pellet was resuspended in 200 uL ethanol for shipping.
Upon completion of these steps, samples were placed at -20˚C and shipped to the Proteomics
Core Facility at the University of Arizona. To prepare samples for MALDI, 50 uL of 70%
formic acid was added and mixed using a vortex. Fifty microliters of pure acetonitrile (ACN)
was then added and the solution was centrifuged at 17,900 x g for 2 minutes on an Eppendorf
tabletop centrifuge. One microliter of sample was then placed on a spot on the specially
designed target plate and 1 µl of Bruker matrix was overlayed. Sample spots had sufficient time
to dry before analysis using the Microflex LT instrument. Spots were numbered using a
coordinate system, making it easy to input directions into the Biotyper software for completely
automated instrument runs. This procedure, similar to that of the Ibis T-5000, is capable of
running 384 samples at one time, thus equating to approximately 100 minutes of run time. This
approach is much faster than conventional methods that can take days to identify microbes. To
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collect spectra, Flex Control software (Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, MA) was used in the linear
positive mode in the mass range of 2,000-20,000 Daltons at a frequency of 100 Hz.
Results for the isolates tested in this study are as follows: 230 samples were gram-positive
bacteria, 103 were gram-negative, and 14 were yeasts, representing 45 different species as
determined by conventional methods. Thirty-four isolates (9.8%) were excluded from results
analysis because they contained mixed organisms. Figure 9 depicts a sample of the result panel
generated by the Biotyper software. Scores were generated to assess the confidence of results as
shown, with green colored boxes demonstrating the most accurate identification scores.
Identification by the Bruker Septsityper method agreed with conventional methods results for
275 samples (79%). Nine results (2.5%) were discordant and no reliable identification (scores
below 1.0, as shown in red panels) was obtained in 16 (4.5%). In 14% of samples (n=47),
insufficient proteins for MALDI analysis inhibited our ability to assess concordance with
conventional methods. It is clear that this method needs further optimization to generate
conclusive results directly from blood culture broth.
Also of relevance to previous studies, 154 (44.4%) of the isolates tested were identified with the
highest confidence as a member of the Staphylococcus genus. Species present included aureus,
epidermidis, hominis, captitis, sanguinis, simulans, pettenkoferi, haemolyticus, simiae and
lugdunensis. The match score for this genus was generally high, which bodes well for the use of
this technology in future studies. This technology may be able to identify S. aureus directly from
blood cultures rather than having to wait for microbial isolation and phenotypic identification.
Once more comprehensive data analysis is completed, it is hoped that the results can be used to
validate this assay in clinical laboratories for rapid, accurate identification of virulent infections
caused by S. aureus and other organisms for personalized medical treatment. Ideally, rapid
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identification will lead to rapid and targeted antibiotic therapy and decrease mortality due to
infections caused by S. aureus and other invading pathogens.
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SECTION VII: FIGURES/TABLES
Figure 1: The phenotypic identification of S. aureus.

1	
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2	
  

	
  

	
  

(1) S. aureus is a Gram-positive cocci, returning a purple Gram’s stain, shown here mixed with
Gram-negative bacilli (pink). (2) S. aureus is catalase positive, decomposing toxic hydrogen
peroxide to water and oxygen. (3) S. aureus is coagulase positive, catalyzing the conversion of
fibrinogen to fibrin resulting in clot formation.
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Figure 2: Phenotypic expression of hla, hlb, and hld as seen after hold/cold lysis.

The hot/cold lysis procedure is previously described in methods. Gene expression was visualized
according to the following criteria: 1) isolates positive for beta-hemolysin exhibit a halo-like
region of enhanced hemolysis around the entire sample streak; 2) isolates positive for deltahemolysin exhibit an enhanced region of hemolysis only near the RN4220 cross streak because
delta and beta hemolysins synergize; 3) isolates positive for alpha-hemolysin exhibit an
arrowhead region near RN4220, indicative of inhibition by the beta-hemolysin producing strain;
4) strains positive for both alpha and delta hemolysins exhibit a rounded arrowhead, indicative of
alpha’s ability to inhibit delta and beta hemolysin’s ability to inhibit alpha hemolysin production.
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Figure 3: The agr locus, including promoters P2 and P3

The agr system is a 3 kb locus consisting of five genes—agrA, agrC, agrD, agrB, and hld—that
are part of divergent transcription units under the control of two different promoter regionss (P2
and P3). The activation of P3 is linked to the transcription of P2. The agr system has been
demonstrated to directly affect the production of all hemolysins, TSST-1, PVL, LukD/E, and
SEA (19).	
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Table 1: Oligonucleotides primers used for PCR-based detection of S. aureus genetic targets.

Target

Gene

Primer

Sequence (5’-3’)

ETA

eta

ETB

etb

ETD

etd

SEA

sea

HLA

hla

HLB

hlb

ETA-1
ETA-2
ETB-1
ETB-2
ETD-1
ETD-2
SEA-F
SEA-R
HLA-1
HLA-2
HLB-1
HLB2-2
HLD-1
HLD-2

CTATTTACTGTAGGAGCTAG
ATTTATTTGATGCTCTCTAT
ACGGCTATATACATTCAATT
TCCATCGATAATATACCTAA
AACTATCATGTATCAAGG
CAGAATTTCCCGACTCAG
TTGGAAACGGTTAAAACGAA
GAACCTTCCCATCAAAAACA
CTGATTACTATCCAAGAAATTCGATTG
CTTTCCAGCCTACTTTTTTATCAGT
GTGCACTTACTGACAATAGTGC

HLD

hld

SAK

sak

Agr
Typin
g
Multip
lex
Agr(14)
Agr 1
Agr 2
Agr 3
Agr 4

	
  

Agr14Sa-1
Agr1Sa2
Agr2Sa2
Agr3Sa2
Agr4Sa2

(52)

200

(52)

376

(52)

120

(53)

209

(54)

309

(54)

111

(54)

410

(55)

Reference

GTTGATGAGTAGCTACCTTCAGT

AAGAATTTTTATCTTAATTAAGGAAGGAGTG
TTAGTGAATTTGTTCACTGTGTCGA
CGCAGGAGGCCTCATATGTCAAGTTCATTCGA
SAK-F
CAAAGGAAAATAT
GCTCGGCATGCTGCTGCAGTTATTTCTTTTCTA
SAK-R
TAACAACCTTTG

Primer

Size of
amplified
product
(bp)
741

Sequence (5‘-3’)

Size of
amplified
product
(bp)

Reference

ATGCACATGGTGCACATGC
GTCACAAGTACTATAAGCTGCGAT

439

(33)

TATTACTAATTGAAAAGTGCCATAGC

572

(33)

GTAATGTAATAGCTTGTATAATAATACCCAG

321

(33)

CGTAATGCCGTAATACCCG

657

(33)
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Table 2: Age-distribution, gender and clinical diagnosis of children hospitalized at
Upstate Golisano Children’s Hospital with ISA between 2007 and 2010
MSSA
MRSA
N= 67 (%)
N=23 (%)
Age (years)
<1
11 (16)
6 (26)
1-4
12 (18)
7 (30)
5-9
18 (27)
5 (22)
10-13
15 (23)
2 (9)
14-18
11 (16)
3 (13)
Demographics
Males
44 (66)
15 (65)
Females
23 (34)
8 (35)
Co-morbid condition present
44 (66)
11 (48)
Intensive care unit stay
19 (28)
11 (48)
&
Diagnosis
Bacteremia
38 (57)
13 (57)
Deep Abscesses
7 (10)
1 (4)
Osteoarticular infection
25 (37)
8 (35)
Pneumonia
9 (13)
5 (22)
Medical device infection
21 (31)
7 (30)
*Other includes endocarditis (5, 7%), peritonitis (2, 3%), urosepsis (2, 3%) endophthalmitis (1,
2%), myositis (1, 2%), lymphadenitis (1, 2%), thrombophlebitis (1, 2%), wound infection (1,
2%)** Other includes lymphadenitis (1, 4%) &Clinical diagnosis were not mutually exclusive
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Figure 4: Radial plot of agr type, USA strain type, and clonal complex (CC) distribution in
Upstate New York.
	
  

Categorization of ISA isolates by agr type, USA PFT and CC identity. Inner rings represent subsets of
categories in the outer rings, as isolates are first categorized by agr type, then USA PFT and CC identity
as determined by PCR, PFGE, and/or PCR/ESI-MS, based on MLST categories, respectively. Groups
labeled “NT” were non-typeable by the PCR-ESI/MS method. By ring location, the outer ring represents
characterization by agr type, with the largest number of isolates belonging to agr type 1. The middle ring
represents isolates that were characterized by USA PFT, with USA300representing the most common
PFT. The innermost ring represents isolates characterized by CC identity, with CC8 being most common
and a subset of USA300 and agr type 1. In a total of 57 isolates, 30 were categorized as belonging to agr
type 1, 18 to agr type 2, 6 to agr type 3, and 3 to agr type 4. There were a total of 25 isolates belonging to
USA300 (blue); 16 isolates in the USA200/1100 group (red); 7 in USA 100/800 (light purple); 2 each in
USA, 600, 900, and 700 (light blue, green, and pink respectively); 1 in USA 1000 (dark purple), and 2
which were untypeable (orange), one of which could be excluded as a USA-300 PFT (designated USA
non-300).
*USA300 includes USA300 PFT (identified by PFGE) and USA300/500 strains (identified by PCR/ESI-MS)
† Strains untypeable by PCR/ESI-Ms that were identified as USA 300 PFT by PFGE
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Figure 5: Radial plot of specific virulence genes with respect to USA strain type from Upstate
New York.
	
  

Fifty-seven isolates were categorized by USA PFT, and the corresponding presence of lukD/E, lukPV tst, and sea toxin genes. The outermost ring groups isolates according to their USA PFT.
Moving inward, isolates are subdivided into groups based upon their toxin gene content. Isolates
containing gene products that correspond to the aforementioned toxins are designated positive (in
yellow); isolates that do not contain the gene product are designated as negative (in red). There
were a total of 25 isolates belonging to USA 300/500 PFT (blue); 16 isolates in the USA 200/1100
group (red);7 in USA 100 (light purple); 2 each in USA, 600, 900, and 700 (light blue, green, and
pink respectively); 1 in USA 1000 (dark purple), and 2 which were untypeable (orange), one of
which could be excluded as a USA-300 PFT (designated USA non-300). Of 57 isolates, a total of
37 isolates positive for lukD/E and 20 negative; for luk-PV, 19 were positive and 38 were negative;
for tst, 12 were positive and 41 were positive, and for sea, 10 were positive and 38 were negative.
*Note that USA 300 includes USA300 PFT (identified by PFGE) and USA300/500 strains as
identified by PCR/ESI-MS
&

	
  

One isolate excluded as a USA-300 PFT (designated USA non-300).
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Table 3: Distribution of virulence factors among 57 ISA isolates from children hospitalized at
Golisano Children’s Hospital with ISA between 2007 and 2010.
Gene
tst
Target
N (%)
Co-morbid condition?
Yes 9/36 (25)
No 3/21 (14)
Diagnosis
Bacteremia
Yes 13/33
(39)
No 7/24 (29)
Deep
Abscess
Yes 1/9 (11)
No 11/48
(23)
Osteoarticular Infection
Yes 4/15 (27)
No 8/42 (19)
Pneumonia
Yes 0/8 (0)
No 12/49
(25)
Medical Device Infection
Yes 4/17 (24)
No 8/40 (20)
ICU admission
Yes 1/17 (6)
Age (years)
0-4
5-9
10-14
15-18
Male
MRSA
MSSA

luk-PV
N (%)

hlb
N(%)

luk-D/E
N(%)

sak
N(%)

sea
N(%)

8/36 (22)
15/21 (71)

3/36 (8)
1/21 (5)

20/36 (56)
17/21 (81)

33/36 (92)
20/21 (95)

10/36 (28)*
1/21 (5)

13/33 (39)

3/33 (9)**

23/33 (70)

30/33 (91)

3/33 (9)

10/24 (42)

1/24 (4)

14/24 (58)

23/24 (96)

8/24 (33)

7/9 (78)*
16/48 (33)

0/9 (0)
4/48 (8)

8/9 (89)
29/48 (21)

9/9 (100)
44/48 (92)

0/9 (0)
11/48 (23)

9/15 (60)
14/42 (33)

1/15 (7)
3/42 (7)

10/15 (67)
27/42 (64)

14/15 (93)
39/42 (93)

3/15 (20)
8/42 (19)

6/8 (75)*
17/49 (35)

0/8 (0)
4/49 (8)

7/8 (88)
30/49 (61)

8/8 (100)
45/49 (92)

0/8 (0)
11/49 (22)

2/17 (12)**
21/40 (53)

1/17 (6)
3/40 (8)

10/17 (56)
27/40 (68)

16/17 (94)
37/40 (93)

6/17 (35)**
5/40 (13)

8/17 (47)

0/17 (0)

13/17 (76)

17/17
(100)

4/17 (24)

4/24 (17)
4/15 (27)
2/11 (18)
2/7 (29)
5/35 (14)
0/17 (0)

14/24 (58)
5/15 (33)
3/11 (27)
1/7 (14)
13/35 (37)
13/17 (76)

1/24 (4)
1/15 (7)
2/11 (18)
0/7 (0)
3/35 (9)
1/17 (6)

23/24 (96)
14/15 (93)
9/11 (82)
7/7 (100)
32/35 (91)
16/17 (94)

2/24 (8)
3/15 (20)
4/11 (36)
2/7 (29)
8/35 (23)
1/17 (6)

12/40
(30)

10/40 (25)

3/40 (8)

19/24 (79)
9/15 (60)
4/11 (36)
5/7 (71)
23/35 (66)
17/17
(100)
20/40 (50)

37/40 (93)

10/40 (25)

*Indicates significant association between a clinical diagnosis and the presence of a gene (p<0.05).
**Indicates significant association between a clinical diagnosis and the absence of a gene (p<0.05).
NS is non-significant p-value. tst: Toxic Shock Syndrome Toxin-1, luk-PV: panton-valentine leukocidin, hlb: betahemolysin, lukD/E: leukocidin D and E, sak: staphylokinase, sea: enterotoxin A, MRSA: methicillin resistant
Staphylococcus aureus, MSSA: methicillin susceptible Staphylococcus aureus
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Figure 6: Radial plot of agr type, USA strain type, and clonal complex (CC) distribution in
Tucson, Arizona.
	
  

Categorization of ISA isolates by agr type, USA PFT and CC identity. Inner rings represent subsets of
categories in the outer rings, as isolates are first categorized by agr type, then USA PFT and CC identity
as determined by PCR, PFGE, and/or PCR/ESI-MS, based on MLST categories, respectively. Groups
labeled “NT” were non-typeable by the PCR-ESI/MS method. By ring location, the outer ring represents
characterization by agr type, with the largest number of isolates belonging to agr type 1. The middle ring
represents isolates that were characterized by USA PFT, with USA200/1100 representing the most
common PFT. The innermost ring represents isolates characterized by CC identity, with CC30 being most
common and a subset of USA200/1100 and agr type 3. In a total of 24 isolates, 11 were categorized as
belonging to agr type 1, 4 to agr type 2, 8 to agr type 3, and 1 to agr type 4. There were a total of 7
isolates belonging to USA 600 PFT (blue); 8 isolates in the USA200/1100 group (red); 4 in USA100; 2
each in USA300/500 and non-typeable categories (purple and light blue, respectively); and 1 in USA900
(orange). Categorization by clonal complex aligned with USA PFT.
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Figure 7: Radial plot of specific virulence genes with respect to USA strain type from Tucson,
Arizona.
	
  

Twenty-four isolates were categorized by USA PFT, and the corresponding presence of lukD/E,
luk-PV tst, and sea toxin genes. The outermost ring groups isolates according to their USA PFT.
Moving inward, isolates are subdivided into groups based upon their toxin gene content. Isolates
containing gene products that correspond to the aforementioned toxins are designated positive (in
yellow); isolates that do not contain the gene product are designated as negative (in red). There
were a total of 8 isolates belonging to USA 200/1100 PFT (blue); 7 in USA 600 (light purple); 2
each in USA 300/500 and the non-typeable category (yellow and green, respectively); and 1 which
was USA 900. Of 24 isolates, a total of 15 isolates positive for lukD/E and 9 negative; for luk-PV,
2 were positive and 22 were negative; for tst, 8 were positive and 16 were negative, and for sea, 6
were positive and 18 were negative.
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Figure 8: MRM Chromatogram verifying presence of PSM in AZCult2500

MRM chromatogram generated for PSM standard (top) and Arizona Cult2500 (bottom) when
searching for specific transitions of the doubly-charged peak of the parent mass (m/z=1208.3).
The m/z transition states are shown on the two spectra; both are 1208.31170.8 eluted at a time
(shown on x axis) of approximately 22.5 minutes, confirming the presence of PSM in Arizona
Cult2500.
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Figure 9: Sample results panel from Bruker BioTyper software for identification of pathogens
directly from blood culture

The Bruker BioTyper uses MALDI mass spectrometry to generate a protein profile of organisms
present in a blood culture sample. The results are compared to a known database of microbial
protein patterns and matched according to sequence homology. This panel shows sample ID
(JHH=Johns Hopkins Hospital), best match organism, second best match organism, and the
respective match scores. A match score greater than 2.0 indicates a positive result. Scores are
colored according to the relative degree of matching between the organism identified and the
sample with >2.0 being green, 1.6-2.0 being yellow, and <1.6 being red.
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